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LESSON FOUR: Scenes, sequels, and tactical disasters 
 
 
Welcome back to the land of understanding and crafting kick-butt action scenes, my pretties! So far, 
we’ve looked at the flavors of words and are beginning to understand that ‘hit’ and ‘smash’ don’t carry 
the same emotional impact to the reader—and emotional impact is what we action-writers are all 
about. 
 
We’ve also delved into conflict, considered our characters’ conflicts, discovered—or re-discovered—that 
action comes in two flavors: complication and conflict. We now understand that both are valid, each has 
different uses and a different—you know this already—emotional impact to the reader. 
 
And Emotional Impact “R” Us. 
 
In Lesson Four, we’re going to start off looking at Scene and Sequel. Yes, another craft lesson. Another 
lesson of understanding the structure of a novel rather than—gosh golly gee!—just jumping into the 
action and DOING it! 
 
Because before we jump into the action, we have to think about it. Or maybe after we’ve jumped into 
the action and gotten the snot beat out of us, we want to think about it. 
 
Because, you see—and note how brilliantly I brought you all around to our subject at hand—acting and 
thinking ARE scene and sequel. 
 
But you knew that. Action is often referred to as action SCENES. Therefore, action takes place in scenes. 
Therefore, we action writers don’t need to talk about sequels. 
 
Ah, but we do, my pretties. 
 
However, let’s start with a scene. What exactly comprises a scene? 
 

1 – statement of a goal (I must get to the evil wizard’s castle to rescue the prince!) 
2 – introduction and development of conflict (but wait, is that the wizard’s fire-breathing 
DRAGON?) 
3 – failure of the character to reach stated goal, a tactical disaster* (OUCH!) 
 
*per Jack Bickham, SCENE & STRUCTURE (which I fully agree with or I’d not be quoting it) except 
for the prince/dragon examples, which are my own meanderings. 

 
The statement of the goal is “what does the POV character want right now, this minute, at this point in 
the book” (which may or may not overlay his larger conflict in the novel)? If we consider THE WIZARD OF 
OZ, Dorothy’s over-arching goal was to get home. But her scene goals CHANGED with each scene. One 
was to get to the Emerald City. Another was to get into the witch’s castle. Another was to get OUT OF 
the witch’s castle. And so on. 
 
Is this clear? If we need to work on defining character goals, let me know. I assume you all understand 
goals and GMC, but if not, ask. 
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As we know from the last lesson, the introduction of conflict is: What happens NOW (in the scene) to 
PREVENT the character from reaching her goal? This most often is where your ACTION SCENE will 
appear. (That’s why it’s so critical you also understand the difference between complication and conflict 
from the previous lesson.) 
 
Do the winged monkeys—the witch’s minions acting on her behalf—attack Dorothy? Does the Cowardly 
Lion collapse in fear and Dorothy is torn (internal conflict) between staying with her dear friend the lion 
to protect him or continuing on her own necessary journey? 
 
The last part of any scene is the failure of the character to reach or achieve his stated scene goal in a 
**one-hundred per cent** satisfactory fashion. (The book ENDS when goals are achieved because 
without goals there is no conflict, and without conflict there is no story.) 
 
“But, Linnea!” you all wail, whine, gnash your teeth and warble. “Characters often reach their 
intermediate goals in the story. They can have successes.” 
 
Of course they can. (Linnea points to the **one-hundred per cent** above.) But every success must 
come with a PRICE, a failure, a set-back, an oh-shit-what-do-we-do-now moment. Successes must be 
temporary, fleeting, or inappropriate. THAT’S what continues to build tension. Yes, Dorothy eventually 
gets to the castle BUT she gets imprisoned there by the witch AND THEN is emotionally tortured when 
the witch uses her crystal ball to show Dorothy that her aunt is dying.  
 
What price success? 
 
So how does this relate to action? For most of the book, the hero will fail or fail to achieve total success 
in the action scenes you write. He may rescue the princess, but his best friend is killed in the process. He 
may find the secret treasure map, but he’s now stranded on an island with no means of escape (think 
about some of the Johnny Depp-Captain Jack Sparrow situations and you’ll get a feel for that.)  
 
This also feeds into—yes—the fact that for most of the book, the reader must believe the antagonist 
can win/is winning.  
 
So as painful as it is to you, you need to structure a large part of your action scenes so that your hero 
loses or has a setback. 
 
With me so far? Good. If not, ask me for clarification. Post questions in this Lesson section. 
 
What is a sequel? A sequel comes after the action scene. It looks like a scene (IE: words, paragraphs, 
things happening, characters talking…) but is deemed a sequel because of its overall lack of action. It’s 
the regrouping, rethinking, planning, licking-of-wounds time. It’s emotion, thought, discussion. 
 
According to Jack Bickham, the sequel is “the glue that holds scenes together and helps you get from one 
to the next.” 
 
That’s why you can’t write action scenes unless you also understand sequels. (Scenes can also be 
considered “cause” and sequels “effect.”) 
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One of the most common problems in writing action scenes comes when writers try to stick the sequel-
stuff inside the action scene. They try to have the character punching it out and emoting about it at the 
same time. They have the character racing down the slippery castle stairs and delving into her personal 
insecurities at the same time. 
 
The action scene is (for the most part) the place for action. The sequel scene is (for the most part) the 
place for thinking and emotions. What my “for the most part” means is that, yes, there are times you 
will have thoughts in action scenes and, yes, there are times you will have physical movement in 
sequels. FOLLOW NO RULE OFF A CLIFF. But the overall FLAVOR of a scene is ACTION. The overall flavor 
of a sequel is THOUGHT. 
 
Do novels go scene, sequel, scene, sequel? They can. They can also go scene, sequel, scene, scene, 
sequel, scene… and any combination thereof. (I’d check your writing, though, if you have 3 scenes or 3 
sequels in a row.) 
 
A book cannot be all scenes—the reader would collapse from exhaustion. Or all sequels—the reader 
would snore.  
 

TIP: If a crit partner tells you that your book is interesting, but she doesn’t really understand 
your character, you might have too many scenes and not enough sequels. If a crit partner tells 
you your character seems whiny or ineffectual or unlikable, you might have too many sequels 
(navel-gazing) and not enough scenes.  
 
TIP:  Have a care when writing in first person POV. It’s easy to fall into an overdose of sequels in 
first person. 

 
Here’s a good example of an action scene from author Lisa Shearin: 
 
FROM THE TROUBLE WITH DEMONS 
 
Back blurb (to bring you up to speed): My name is Raine Benares. I’m a seeker. People hire me when 
they need something found. I’m not usually the one being sought. But that all changed when I found the 
Saghred, a soul-stealing stone of unlimited power — and the bane of my existence. Now mages and 
madmen have me in their sights, not to mention demons… 
 
An opened Hellgate leads to a demon infestation on the Isle of Mid, and while there’s never an ideal time 
to face down demon hordes, it’s hard to imagine a worse one. Already fighting the influence of the 
Saghred, Raine discovers she is also magically bonded to a dark mage and a white knight, two dangerous 
and powerful men on opposing sides — and Raine’s stuck in the middle. 
 
But with demons pouring through the Hellgate, Raine can’t afford to be distracted. Turns out, the 
demons want the key to unlock the Saghred. As a seeker, Raine should be able to find it first. As the axis 
of light and dark powers, she’s a magical cataclysm waiting to happen… 
 
 
ACTION SCENE EXCERPT: 
 

“Demons!” Vegard bellowed to his men. 
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The Guardians drew weapons shimmering with magic, magic that would slice through anything 
it touched.  Vegard picked me up and forcibly put me behind him.  I didn’t stay there.  Thanks to 
me, we had the undivided attention of over two dozen blue and now angry demons, so Vegard 
didn’t have time to argue with me. 
         
Some of the demons cloaked again. 
   
Vegard’s pale blue eyes darted.  “Dammit!” 
   
“It’s a cloak,” I told him. 
   
I drew the pair of swords strapped across my back.  The longer my steel, the farther away I could 
stay from those things.  In theory.   
   
“You can see them?” Vegard asked. 
   
“Yeah, I’m just lucky that way.” I centered my attention on the demon that had focused his 
yellow eyes on me.  He grinned.  I didn’t. 
   
I felt Vegard’s power building beside me.  
 
“Shield your eyes,” he ordered.  
  
“What are you—”  
 
“Street dust,” he said with a vicious smile.  “No cloak is that solid.”    
 
I half covered my eyes, and with a simple gesture and word, Vegard kicked up a dust storm, 
coating the demons in dust and whatever else was in the gutters.  The cloaked demons were still 
cloaked, but thanks to Vegard’s dirt bath, everyone could see them just fine.  I loved a man who 
could think dirty on his feet.     
     
The demons charged.  We spread out to give ourselves room to fight.  I claimed a piece of street 
with a wall at my back.  Better a wall than a demon.    
     
“Want some company?” Phaelan’s maniacal grin told me this was the most fun he’d had since 
last week when he’d helped blast a hole in the elven embassy.  
     
Phaelan wasn’t the only one who wanted to keep me company.  The demon who’d picked me to 
pick on was closing distance fast.  He didn’t have a weapon.  Those horns and talon-tipped 
hands were weapons.  When he was within range, I opened his gut with the tip of one of my 
blades.  I expected insides to fall out, not his hand to go into the hole I’d made, making it bigger.  
  
Oh, that wasn’t good.  
  
The demon grinned wider and pulled out a fistful of something you’d think he’d need to keep.  
The stench was all too familiar.  
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I was almost too disgusted to move.  Almost.  
 
The demon flung it right at us. 
   
“Incoming!” I yelled.  I ducked and pulled Phaelan with me.  
 
The glob splattered on the wall behind us, sizzling coin-sized holes in the brick. Coin-sized holes 
that could have been in us.  The demon reached in and reloaded.  
 
We weren’t going to be here when that hand came out.   

 
What is the scene goal? It’s not shown here in the excerpt but Raine and her comrades were simply 
trying to get to a particular location to investigate reports of trouble. Trouble FINDS them BEFORE they 
get to their location (goal). The excerpt you have here is the introduction and development of the 
conflict (the demons are the bad guy’s minions, so yes, it’s personal). 
 
The scene continues for a bit then ends this way: 
 

A familiar fire bloomed in the center of my chest.  The Saghred.  I silently went through a litany 
of curses.  I did not need this now.  I braced myself for the surge of Saghred-spawned power 
that was coming.  Power that would consume me, force me to fight it rather than the demon.  
Power that was going to get me killed just like that mage.  
      
Nothing.  No surge, no force, nothing.   What the hell? 
 
The demon smiled slowly, the tips of his needle teeth visible.  I desperately called my magic for 
another fireball.  Not a spark.  All the fire I had seethed in my chest.  It wasn’t white hot and 
raging; the stone’s power wasn’t fighting to get free.  It burned bright, warm, welcoming.    
 
For the demon.  
 
The demon looked at me, unclenched his hand, and negligently tossed the dead mage aside.  
The he stepped back and bowed deeply and respectfully.   
 
“We are honored by your presence,” he told me.      
 
Then he cloaked, invisible to all but me, and with one leap was on the wall like a big purple 
spider, the talons of his claws and feet clicking and gouging chunks out of the bricks as he 
scuttled around the corner, right over the clueless heads of a crowd that was forming at the end 
of the street.    
   
I knelt over the mage.  His dead eyes stared sightlessly at the sky as blood pooled and spread 
beneath his ruined throat.      
  
I heard murmurs from the far end of the street.  Most of the people had just arrived, waiting 
until the fight was over to come out of hiding.   
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I was kneeling over the mage, his blood on my hands.  They were looking at me, grim-faced, 
angry, and accusing.       
 
“Murderer!” someone yelled.     
 
Oh shit.    

 
This is a classic example of out of the frying pan, into the fire. This is Bickham’s #3, the tactical disaster– 
failure of the character to reach his goal. Additionally, this result now places Raine and her cohorts in 
coming closer to being under the control of the antagonist as they deal with being framed for murder. 
 
Bwah-hah-hah! 
 
Noted author Holly Lisle (http://hollylisle.com/)  uses this list to keep her action scenes tight and fast: 
 

To Speed Up Action Scenes: 
Limit extraneous information. 
This is not the time to describe the countryside, the weather, or what people are wearing. 
Concentrate on the main characters, their movements, their five senses, and their emotions as 
they work through whatever problem they're facing. 
 
Pull your camera in close. 
Let us taste the blood at the corner of the lip, feel the pain of the broken bone, hear the 
whistling of the blade, smell sweat, see eyes wide with shock, the beads of sweat on upper lips. 
Sense details create a sense of immediacy and urgency, and make a scene feel faster. 
 
Keep sentences short and clean. 
There are times and places for the hundred word sentence, but the fast-paced action scene is 
not one of them. 
 
Be sharp, short, hard-edged. 
Use fragments (sparingly). Kill adjectives and adverbs -- be ruthless. You don't need many, and 
may not need any. Find good verbs and nouns, and let the scene run with them. 
 
Examples of action scenes that play well quickly: 
Fight scenes 
Chase scenes 
Critical moments in your plot 

 
Note how many author Lisa Shearin used above. And note also how much word choice comes into play.  
 
Lisle also advises how to slow action scenes down: 
 

Offer setting details. 
Now you can take a bit of time with descriptive passages, narrative notes on culture, history or 
character background, local color, costuming, terrain details, and even the weather. Caution: To 
slow a scene to the point of inducing coma, add a lot of these. 
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Move the camera out. 
Give us the panoramic view of the characters, their surroundings and their actions from either 
distant third person or omniscient viewpoint. We don't need to be inside their heads all the 
time, and being outside of their heads slows down the perceived pace of the scene a bit. 
*(Linnea’s note: I’m not a fan or distant third or omniscient, but it is used in certain genres like 
high fantasy, which Lisle writes. Know Thy Genre.) 
 
Give yourself a bit more room on sentence length. 
If you want to experiment with the hundred-word sentence, you can do it here. Don't go 
overboard; your objective is still to tell a story and move the action forward. But you do have 
significant leeway in the slower scene. Moderate (stress MODERATE) use of adverbs and 
adjectives. Instead of none, you can scatter a few throughout the scene. This stuff is like fennel, 
though -- a tiny pinch of adjective or adverb goes a long, long way. 
 
Scenes that do well with a slower pace: 
Middle scenes 
Romantic scenes 
Developmental moments in the plot 
 

And from there, we start to get into PACING action scenes—and we’ll go more deeply into sequels. But 
not today—not until I’m sure you all understand Scene and Sequel and how they impinge on your 
action-adventure novel. Especially important is the structure of your action scene, and your 
understanding of how conflict/complication works into this. 
 
Go over your own manuscripts and apply this checklist: 

1 – statement of a goal 
2 – introduction and development of conflict 
3 – failure of the character to reach his goal, a tactical disaster 

 
Do you have scenes and sequels in the proper places? Is the scene goal clear in each scene? Is there a 
consequence for achieving that goal? What kind of threat is launched against your protagonist to keep 
her from that goal, or deflect her from the goal? Do you have a TACTICAL disaster? 
 
Keeping in mind that the worth of your hero, the strength of your hero, is only a strong as the strength 
of your villain, check to make sure the conflict—the disaster—is on par with the hero and the goal. As 
you can see from the Shearin example, not only did the demon escape capture, but he left her ‘red-
handed’ to be accused of murder. 
 
Nice. 
 
A simpler version would have been either for the heroine to kill the demon (easy out—and at what 
price?) OR for the demon to escape (thwarted goal but at least she’s alive.) The nice twist—which is why 
Shearin gets good bucks from a major NY publisher and gets best seller rankings—is she paired the 
escape with a frame for murder. 
 
Do you all see that? 
 
Good. Now, questions? Post them here. Homework? Get thee to the Lesson Four Homework section. 
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LESSON FOUR HOMEWORK on scenes due end of day SATURDAY: 
 
Choose a scene—AN ACTION SCENE—in your current WIP/story idea. Then post—as Homework #4—the 
scene’s Opening Goal, Conflict, and (Tactical) Disaster. (Do not post the actual scene, okay?) Then briefly 
explain WHY this makes things worse for the protagonist and/or helps the antagonist. 
 
Example (based on Shearin’s above): 
 

1. Scene’s Opening Goal: Raine and comrades need to get across town to investigate a report of 
trouble. 
2. Conflict: Raine and comrades are lured into an alley where they are ambushed by the 
antagonist’s demons 
3. Disaster: Though they kill some demons, the important ones escape and leave Raine behind, 
framed for murder 
4. How this makes things worse for the protagonist: Raine is forced to flee the scene to avoid 
arrest (which would hamper her mission) and, as well, try to stop an important escaping demon 
(the real murderer), who counters by taking revenge on a crowd of innocent students, including 
two Raine personally cares about. 
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